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Both James Macpherson’s Ossian and Elias Lönnrot’s Kalevala are
cultural-political texts born out of times of stress. To understand
the significance of Macpherson’s work and its relation to Kalevala,
one can begin with the insight of Joep Leerssen of the University of
Amsterdam.1 Leerssen writes that we may encounter the impact
of Macpherson’s Ossian in situations ‘where the conditions of
1750s Scotland apply: a rich oral culture, a sense of historical
disruption and a sense of ill-borne political subordination’.2
Leerssen thus identifies Ossian as a text that exists at the interface
of political stress and traditional culture. He continues: ‘In such
circumstances, oral literature may be collected, not just into
anthologies or into short textual Fragments (...) rather, attempts
will be made to reconstitute these “fragments” into what is felt to
be an original epic whole. The best example, apart from Fingal and
Temora (the two volumes which constitute Macpherson’s Poems
of Ossian) is probably Lönnrot’s Kalevala.’3 Like Ossian, Kalevala
is one of the great constructed epics of northern Europe. But how
can the two be compared? To begin with one should note that
they are not contemporary with one another. Macpherson (1736–
96) published his first Ossianic work, Fragments of Ancient Poetry,
in 1760. Lönnrot (1802–84) published his first version of Kalevala
in 1835. That is a difference of 75 years. Another difference
is that Lönnrot gathered Finnish material and published it in
Finnish, while Macpherson took inspiration from his own native
Gaelic-speaking culture but published his work in the language
of the oppressor culture, namely English. Yet that publication in
due course helped to drive Gaelic-language scholarship, just as
Kalevala helped to drive Finnish-language scholarship.
To understand the stress on Macpherson’s native culture
at the time he created Ossian one has only to revisit the events
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Fig. 1. John Duncan, RSA, Head of Ossian (from Sketchbook 6
‘Drawings and Prints’), watercolour, c. 1912. Royal Scottish Academy
of Art & Architecture collections (estate of the artist, 1946)
Photo: Royal Scottish Academy

of his childhood. A defining moment was the defeat of the Jacobites at
the Battle of Culloden, which took place on 16 April 1746. In the days
after the battle, the main remnant of the Jacobite army disbanded at
Ruthven barracks near Kingussie, in the heart of the Scottish Highlands.
It was on a farm close to that barracks that James Macpherson had been
born, in October 1736. The nine-year-old Macpherson may have been
looking on as the last of the Jacobite army, some of whom would have
been his kinsmen, set fire to the barracks as they dispersed. He would
certainly have been aware of what had happened. But more important
to understanding the situation of stress that gave birth to Ossian is not
the immediate military disruption of that war, but its aftermath. That
aftermath was oppressive for all Highlanders, regardless of where their
political allegiance lay, for what began as a campaign of anti-Jacobite
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action became a campaign of destruction of Gaelic culture.
Central to that was the banning of tartan in civilian dress. From
the 1 August 1747 it was illegal for men to wear that characteristic
Highland fabric unless they were part of the British army. Tartan
is now such a common fabric across the world that the notion of
it being illegal seems farfetched. But that law remained in force
for over three decades; it was not repealed until 1782. That is
to say, by the time Macpherson’s Ossian was fully published in
1763, it had been illegal for a man to wear tartan in a civilian
context for over 15 years. The message of the tartan ban was very
clear: regardless of political allegiance, Highlanders had no right
to express their own culture, except as military servants of the
British Empire. In short a central element of James Macpherson’s
everyday culture had been destroyed.
That legal injunction against tartan was part of a wider
campaign of violent suppression in the period immediately
following Culloden. For his advocacy of that policy the leader
of the Hanoverian forces, the Duke of Cumberland, third and
youngest son of King George II, earned the nickname ‘butcher’.
The point here is that the intention of the British Government
after Culloden was not only to suppress Jacobitism but to use
it as a pretext for destroying Highland culture. That attempt to
extirpate an indigenous culture in the interests of economic
advantage was not unusual in the British Empire. Indeed a
number of military officers active in Scotland in the aftermath
of Culloden went on to commit atrocities against indigenous
populations elsewhere. A well-known example is Edward
Cornwallis, who ordered the brutal suppression of the Native
American population of Nova Scotia, a mere two years after he
had been similarly engaged in Scotland.
So by the time James Macpherson had reached his
eleventh birthday in October 1747 it was illegal for him to wear
the distinctive clothing of his own culture. That enables one to
understand Ossian as the remarkable act of cultural retrieval and
reconstruction that it is. With a single work Macpherson managed
to transform public perception of the Scottish Highlander from that
of a barbarous threat that must be suppressed, into a repository of
noble virtue worthy of cultural admiration; indeed in virtue equal
to or exceeding that of the ancient Greek. (The current stereotype
of the Highlander falls somewhere between the two).
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The immediate impact of Macpherson’s work was not
just in the British region but elsewhere in Europe, indeed Denis
Diderot made a French translation of parts of the Fragments only
a year after it had been first published in Edinburgh, in 1760.
Fingal – or to give it its full title, Fingal: An Ancient Epic Poem, In
Six Books: Together with several other Poems, composed by Ossian
the Son of Fingal – was published in London in 1762. It quickly
attracted the interest of the Italian writer Melchior Cesarotti, then
working in Venice. His own version of much of the material in that
volume was published in his native Padua, in 1763, under the title
Poesie di Ossian. Soon Goethe would follow suit in Germany with
translations of two of the Ossianic poems in the Fingal volumes –
The Songs of Selma and Berrathon, both of which he used to great
effect in his pioneering novel, The Sorrows of Young Werther,
published in 1774.

Ossian and Finland
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Ossian became known in Finland first through its Swedish and
French translations, during the time when Finland was a province
of the Swedish kingdom. As Peter Graves has pointed out, there
was considerable Swedish activity with respect to Ossian as early
as 1765.4 That rapidly transferred to Finland via the then capital
Turku, also known by its Swedish name of Åbo. Of particular
importance was Swedish-born Johan Henrik Kellgren (1751–95),
who became a student at the Åbo Academy at the age of 17. In
1773, he was elected a member of the literary society Aurora
and under its auspices he published his first Ossian translations,
in 1775.5 In the same paper, Graves notes that ‘later generations
of scholars and students at the Academy there – particularly
the Åbo Romantics of the 1810s – retained Ossianic interests,
along with an increasing enthusiasm for the Finnish language
and culture which was to lead, among other things, to Elias
Lönnrot’s collection of ancient Finnish songs out of which he
composed Kalevala’.6 Graves also notes that ‘the literary society
founded by the Åbo Romantics in 1815 initially took the name
of The Selma Society, before changing it a year or so later to The
Aurora Society’.7 The Songs of Selma constituted one of the most
popular parts of The Poems of Ossian – indeed it was a translation
of that section of Ossian that Kellgren had published in 1775.
Kellgren’s source was not the English of Macpherson (or, indeed,
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Fig. 2. John Duncan, Cuchulainn, c. 1912, as it appears in Marjory
Kennedy-Fraser’s Songs of the Hebrides (1917)
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Graves, ‘Ossian,’ 201. Passages of
what became Songs of Selma had
been published in 1760 in Macpherson’s first Ossianic work Fragments
of Ancient Poetry Collected in the
Highlands of Scotland. Suard had
also translated that version, see
James Macpherson, Fragments de
poésie ancienne – traduction de
Diderot, Turgot, Suard (Paris: José
Corti, 2008). My thanks to JeanNoel Bret for making me aware of
that volume.
European Revivals Conference
2009: ‘Myths, Legends and Dreams
of a Nation’, 6–8 May 2009, Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki.

the German of Goethe) but the French of Suard.8 That French
source for a Swedish translation made in Finland underlines the
early international impact of Macpherson’s text. With respect to
Kalevala, Graves goes on to make the point that a key FinnishSwedish writer of the first half of the 19th century, Johan Ludvig
Runeberg, author of King Fjalar (which makes strong reference
to an Ossianic Scotland) matriculated at Åbo Academy in 1822, in
the same year as Elias Lönnrot.
These two historically interwoven constructed epics, Ossian
and Kalevala, have each given birth to a significant body of visual
art. It was the art that related to Ossian that led to my participation
in the first conference of the European Revivals project to which
this publication is devoted. That conference, ‘Myths, Legends and
Dreams of a Nation’9, took place at the Ateneum Art Museum in
Helsinki, in 2009. In my paper I underlined the continuity between
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Fig. 3. Charles Cordiner, Cascade near Carril, 1780
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Murdo Macdonald, Scottish Art
(London: Thames & Hudson, 2000),
71.
Plenary lecture, Thursday 7 May
2009, Ateneum Hall: ‘The Celtic
Revival in Scotland, from James
Macpherson to Patrick Geddes.’

the art responding to James Macpherson in the late 18th and
early 19th century and the considerable activity around 1900, the
period usually referred to as the Celtic Revival. In an earlier work
I had noted that Macpherson managed to convey ‘a response to
his own ideological fragmentation at a time when Europe was
itself beginning to fragment ideologically’.10 His significance for
Scottish art was that – through the artists who were inspired by
him – he began a process of making Celtic material visible. That
found developed expression over a century later in the Glasgow of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Edinburgh of John Duncan and
Patrick Geddes. That analysis was at the heart of my presentation
in Helsinki.11
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the Kunsthalle, are recorded in two
distinct catalogues: Ossian (Paris:
Editions des musées nationaux,
1974); and Ossian und die Kunst um
1800 (München: Prestel, 1974).
Siân Reynolds, ‘Patrick Geddes’s
French Connections in Academic
and Political Life: Networking from
1878 to the 1900s’ (in particular the
section ‘Making the networks work:
The Paris Exhibition of 1900’), in
Frances Fowle and Belinda Thomson
(eds.), Patrick Geddes: The French
Connection (Oxford: White Cockade
Publishing, 2004), 69–82.
Anna-Maria von Bonsdorff, ‘The
world of Pekka Halonen’s art: harmony between man and nature’, in
Pekka Halonen, (Helsinki: Ateneum,
2008, 9–62), 42.
Amelia Defries, who was the assistant of John Duncan’s patron in
Scotland, Patrick Geddes, wrote
chapters on both Geddes and
Roerich in her book Pioneers of
Science (London: Routledge, 1928).
See Nina Kokkinen’s doctoral dissertation Totuudenetsijät. Vuosisadan
vaihteen okkulttuuri ja moderni
henkisyys Akseli Gallen-Kallelan,
Pekka Halosen ja Hugo Simbergin
taiteessa (Truth Seekers: Fin-de-
Siècle Occulture and Modern
Spirituality in the Art of Akseli
Gallen-Kallela, Pekka Halonen and
Hugo Simberg) (Turku: University
of Turku, 2019), 372. https://www.
utupub.fi/h andle/10024/147023.
My thanks to a reviewer of this paper for this reference.

The 2009 conference was an education in the aesthetic
echoes between Finland and other European cultures.
Complementing it was a thought-provoking exhibition of Kalevala
artwork, which filled the Ateneum Art Museum. It was a reminder
that there had been no exhibition of Ossian and art since the
great exhibitions in Paris and Hamburg, in 1974.12 The conference
concluded with a visit to artists’ houses, both close to Lake
Tuusula, north of Helsinki and in Tarvaspää, Espoo. It included
the studios of two painters who had responded in depth to the
words and locations of Kalevala, namely Pekka Halonen (1865–
1933) and Akseli Gallen-Kallela (1865–1931). They were close
contemporaries of the Scottish Celtic Revival artist John Duncan
(1866–1945). In his developed figurative style responding to
Kalevala, Gallen-Kallela has much in common with Duncan, who
portrayed numerous figures from Celtic legend, including from
Macpherson’s Ossian. Duncan would have been aware of GallenKallela’s work for the Finnish Pavilion at the Paris International
Exhibition of 1900. Indeed Duncan’s patron and close associate,
Patrick Geddes, had transferred his educational activities from
Edinburgh to Paris for that year. Recognising the power of an
internationalism that respected national and local cultures – an
international unity in diversity – Geddes proposed a scheme to
make permanent the key element of that exhibition, La Rue des
Nations, which had been built on the banks of the Seine. Had he
succeeded, Gallen-Kallela’s murals in the Finnish Pavilion would
have been preserved.13
An important link between John Duncan and the Finnish
painters was Theosophy. Anna-Maria von Bonsdorff has noted
that after Halonen ‘became familiar with Tolstoyism and
Theosophy, his respect for nature took on almost religious
proportions’.14 Gallen-Kallela was close to the movement
through his friendship with St Petersburg-born Nicolas Roerich
(1874–1947), one of the most Theosophically-committed of all
artists of the time.15 Neither Halonen nor Gallen-Kallela became
a Theosophist in formal terms,16 but John Duncan joined the
organisation in 1909 and, from an art-historical perspective, it is
interesting to note that Piet Mondrian joined the same year. In
1912, Duncan married a fellow Theosophist, Christine Allen, who
was part of an intriguing group of Theosophically-inclined Celtic
revivalists centred on the English market town and spiritual
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Fig. 4. J.M.W. Turner, Ben Lomond Mountains, Scotland: The Traveller –
Vide Ossian’s War of Caros, 1802. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Photo: © Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
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Patrick Benham, The Avalonians
(Glastonbury: Gothick Image, 1993),
113. See also Murdo Macdonald,
Patrick Geddes’s Intellectual Origins
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 2020), especially chapter thirteen, ‘Looking East’.
A notable pre-Culloden military
atrocity that had a sectarian pretext was the massacre of Glencoe in
1692.
Macpherson replaces St Patrick
with the figure of ‘son of Alpin’.

centre of Glastonbury.17 A shared focus was the figure of Bride,
both in her role as a Christian saint, and in her earlier form as a
pagan Celtic goddess, and around the time of his marriage John
Duncan produced a number of works devoted to Bride in both
her guises. Like Bride, from the perspective of the Gaelic oral
tradition, Ossian can be considered as a figure on the paganChristian cusp. Indeed, both Macpherson’s Ossian and Lönnrot’s
Kalevala can be seen as negotiating a place for pre-Christian and
non-Christian material in a Christian world. It is noteworthy that
Macpherson stood aside from any overt Christian reference in
his work, perhaps because of the brutally sectarian aspects of
Highland oppression after – and indeed before – the Battle of
Culloden.18 In that aspect Macpherson’s work differs from the
Gaelic oral tradition of Ossianic lore in which dialogues between
Ossian and Saint Patrick are a significant element.19
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Colour woodblock print, c. 1912, Collection of the Royal
Scottish Academy, Edinburgh, 21cm x 29.2cm.
Note that ‘Cuchullin’ (the spelling varies) is the very
first word of Macpherson’s Fingal: ‘Cuchullin sat by
Tura’s wall; by the tree of the rustling leaf. – His spear
leaned against the mossy rock. His shield lay by him on
the grass.’ Duncan’s Cuchulainn dates from 1912 at the
latest, for it was first published in Patrick Geddes’s magazine The Blue Blanket in that year. In the same edition
(October) was a piece by Marjory Kennedy-Fraser.
Marjory Kennedy-Fraser, Songs of the Hebrides, Volume
Two (London: Boosey and Co., 1917), xii, footnote 3:
‘Mr Otto Anderson [sic], a musician from Finland, who
paid me a hasty visit in my music room in Edinburgh,
told me that the Finns still chant their Kalevala epic to
a bodily movement that resembles that of Hebridean
waulking [a working technique accompanied by song
used, normally by women, for fulling cloth].’
Duncan’s drawing is in the tradition of a number of
works devoted to Ossian that in their size echo the
printed book. One can note here the work of the French
artist Girodet (1767–1824), who in the 1790s produced
a notable set of finished drawings on Ossianic themes.
See Sylvan Bellenger and Jean-Michel Pianelli (eds.),
La Légende d’Ossian illustrée par Girodet (Montargis:
Musée Girodet, 1989); and ‘Dessins Ossianiques’ in
Sylvan Bellenger (ed.), Girodet (Paris: Gallimard, 2005),
248–55. In the early years of the 19th century there
were projects for illustrated editions by both Goethe’s
friend Philipp Otto Runge (1777–1810) and the Tyrolese
artist Joseph Anton Koch (1768–1839). Neither came to
fruition. By contrast, in Italy 48 images were published
in Venice in 1817 in a landscape format bound into a
folio book with explanatory text based on Cesarotti’s
translation. They were drawn by Luigi Zandomeneghi
(1778–1850) and engraved by Felice Zuliani (?–1834),
under the title I Canti di Ossian pensieri d’un Anonimo,
disegnati, et incise a Contorno, (Venezia: Guiseppe Battaggia, 1817). For further consideration see Fernando
Mazzocca, ‘La Fortuna Figurativa di Ossian in Italia Negli
Anni Della Restaurazione’, in Gennaro Barbarisi e Guilo Carnazzi (eds.), Aspetti dell’Opera e della Fortuna di
Melchiorre Cesarotti (Milano: Cisalpino, 2002), 835–55;
also Murdo Macdonald, ‘Ossian and Visual Art – Mis
laid and Rediscovered’, Journal of Eighteenth Century
Studies, Vol 39, no 2, June 2016, 235–48, in particular
240–43, (section III, ‘The Italian Dimension: Luigi Zandomeneghi’). I owe a particular debt to Guido Baldassarri for inviting me to work with the Cesarotti Project
in Padua in 2013, and to Valentina Gallo for drawing
my attention to Zandomeneghi’s work. Zandomeneghi
was a distinguished student of Canova; his best-known
work is the tomb of Titian in the Frari in Venice.
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That period also saw John Duncan making
a notable print, The Head of Ossian20 (Fig. 1), and
a finished drawing of another Ossianic subject,
Cuchulainn (Fig. 2).21 The latter became the
frontispiece for a post-Ossian retrieval of folk
material, namely the second volume of Marjory
Kennedy-Fraser’s Songs of the Hebrides, published
in 1917. Kennedy-Fraser’s work was a translation
and transformation of Gaelic material into
classical art song, with piano accompaniment. She
had a strong sense of the international context of
her work, not least with respect to Finland. In a
footnote to her introduction she refers to a visit
from the Finnish musicologist Otto Andersson,
making comparison between the performance
of Hebridean work-songs and Kalevala. She
concludes, presumably quoting Andersson, that
‘(t)he Finns are the only other race in modern
Europe that has preserved to the present day
an heroic epos reaching back into the far distant
past’.22 One can note that Scotland had helped
to pioneer the notion of folk-inspired classical
art song through George Thomson’s work with
Robert Burns a century earlier. In the context of
Macpherson’s Ossian one of those songs, The
Lovely Lass of Inverness, is of particular interest
because it relates to the Battle of Culloden.
The setting is by Beethoven and the Ossianic
link is underlined by the name of the melody,
Fingal’s Lament.
Duncan’s Ossianic frontispiece for Songs of
the Hebrides, in 1917, echoes the frontispiece for
Sir John Sinclair’s Dissertation on the Authenticity
of the Poems of Ossian, published over a century
earlier, in 1806.23 That was an imagined portrait
of Ossian attributed to the Scottish artist
Alexander Runciman (1736–85), who was a close
contemporary of James Macpherson. His mural
scheme for Penicuik House near Edinburgh,
dating from about 1772, was the first major visual
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See A Description of the Paintings in the Hall of Ossian at
Penicuik near Edinburgh, (Edinburgh: Kincaid and Creech,
1773). The scheme was destroyed by fire in 1899 but some
remarkable drawings and etchings survive. For Runciman’s
Scottish context, see Duncan Macmillan, ‘An Ossian’s
Fancy and a Fingal’s Fire’, chapter four of his Painting in
Scotland: The Golden Age, (Oxford: Phaidon, 1986). For his
place with respect to other artists responding to Ossian,
see Murdo Macdonald, ‘Ossian and art: Scotland into Europe via Rome’, in Howard Gaskill (ed.), The Reception of
Ossian in Europe, (London: Continuum, 2004).
John Sinclair, A Dissertation on the Authenticity of the
Poems of Ossian, (London: William Bulmer, 1806); A Trans
lation (from the Italian) of the Abbé Cesarotti’s Historical
and Critical Dissertation Respecting the Controversy on
the Authenticity of Ossian’s Poems, by John M’Arthur LL.
D. One of the Committee of the Highland Society of Lon
don, Appointed to Superintend The Publication of Ossian
in the Original Gaelic. With Notes and Observations by the
Translator, (London: William Bulmer, 1806). The image
appeared the next year, 1807, in an influential publication by the Highland Society of London, which included
both Gaelic and Latin versions of Ossianic material: Robert
Macfarlan, John Sinclair & John M’Arthur, The Poems of
Ossian in the Original Gaelic with a Literal Translation into
Latin … together with a Dissertation on the Authenticity of
the Poems … and a Translation from the Italian of the Abbé
Cesarotti’s Dissertation on the Controversy Respecting the
Authenticity of Ossian, with Notes and Supplemental Essay
(London: Highland Society of London, 1807).
Murdo Macdonald, ‘Ossian and Visual Art – Mislaid and
Rediscovered’, Journal of Eighteenth Century Studies, Vol
39, no 2, June 2016, 235–48, in particular 243–45 (section
IV, ‘The Transformation of Beugo’s Engraving of Ossian’).
Felice Zuliani (who also engraved Luigi Zandomeneghi’s
Ossian work) engraved a notable version after a drawing
based on the Runciman by the artist Angelo Tramontini for
an 1818 Italian edition of Ossian. That edition was of translations by Michele Leoni of John Smith’s Ossianic verses,
Galic Antiquities, published in 1780. In France and Italy
Smith’s work was considered co-extensive with that of
Macpherson. See Howard Gaskill, ‘Introduction: Genuine
Poetry … like Gold’, in Howard Gaskill (ed.), The Reception
of Ossian in Europe (London: Continuum, 2004), 1–20, 16–
18; and in the same volume Francesca Broggi-Wüthrich,
‘From Smith’s Antiquities to Leoni’s Nuovi Canti: The Making of the Italian Ossianic Tradition Revisited’, 303–34.
Riitta Ojanperä, ‘What are Kalevala images built from’, in
Riitta Ojanperä (ed.), The Kalevala in Images (Helsinki:
Ateneum, 2009), 12–13.
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response to Macpherson’s work.24 The portrait of
Ossian attributed to Runciman is known through
its published version engraved by John Beugo
(1759–1841) (Fig. 8), and the image has a particular
importance in the iconography of Ossian. It first
appeared in 1806 in two related volumes: Sir John
Sinclair’s A Dissertation on the Authenticity of
the Poems of Ossian and John McArthur’s English
translation of Melchior Cesarotti’s Historical and
Critical Dissertation Respecting the Controversy on
the Authenticity of Ossian’s Poems.25 It appeared
in various versions, re-engraved, in France and
Italy, until at least 1828.26
Although that early 19th-century Ossian
portrait predates Lönnrot’s writing of Kalevala by
several decades, the sculptor Erik Cainberg made
a plaster relief of Väinämöinen playing the kantele
(the traditional stringed instrument of Finland)
for the main auditorium of Turku (Åbo) Academy
as early as 1814.27 That was eight years before
Lönnrot had even matriculated at the Academy
and over 20 years before the first version of
Kalevala was published. That is a reminder that
some of the material Lönnrot was to use in
Kalevala was beginning to have a substantial
cultural presence during his student days, but in
the context of this paper one can speculate that –
to some small degree – visual art may have been a
context for Lönnrot’s work, as well as a result of it.
What one can be certain of is that Cainberg’s work
was made during the height of the continental
European response to Ossian. Like that of
Cainberg, such Ossianic work is firmly rooted in
a classical approach to the figure. In the case of
France that was notably, from the 1790s onwards,
the work of three students of Jacques-Louis David
– Girodet, Gerard and Ingres. A good example is
Le Songe d’Ossian, by Ingres, a composition he
repeated in various media over a period of years,
including an oil painting made in 1813 for the
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Ingres, Le Songe d’Ossian, 1813, Musée Ingres, Montauban. 348cm x 275cm.
This matter, and the influence of Ossianic imagery
on Finnish Kalevala art more generally, has been
addressed in Finnish research, and while quite clear
visual affinities have been found at the same time
as the early literary reception of Ossian has been
noted, no explicit written references concerning the
interlinkage of this iconography have been detected
in the original sources. For example, Jukka Ervamaa
writes about this in his published doctoral thesis from
1981 (R.W. Ekmanin ja C.E. Sjöstrandin Kalevala‐aihei
nen taide, Helsinki: Suomen Muinaismuistoyhdistys),
that sections of Ossian appeared in the newspapers
of the Aurora Society in 1775–91 and that the French
translations were known to have been well liked by
Napoleon. Ervamaa (p. 138) and others have also underlined that Cainberg’s commission of the Väinämöinen piece was accompanied by a clear iconographic
guideline authored by professors of the Turku University. (Already Torsten Stjernschantz in 1909 thought
that the advice was based on the volume Mytholo
gia Fennica, by Christfrid Ganander, 1789.) Other researchers who have mentioned Ossian in the context
of 19th‐century Kalevala art, include Riikka Stewen
(in an article ‘Unohdetut kuvitelmat Kalevalasta kuvataiteessa’, published in Finnish in 2008, in Ulla Piela,
Seppo Knuuttila & Pekka Laaksonen (eds.), Kalevalan
kulttuurihistoria (Helsinki: Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden
Seura), 66–81, and most recently, Henrik Knif in his
Swedish‐language biographic monograph on Cainberg, entitled Bränna vingarna – Erik Cainberg och
hans värld (2015, Helsingfors: Svenska Folkskolans
vänner, 155, with Ingres also mentioned). In the Finnish research, Cainberg’s Väinämöinen has been seen
as a mixture of Ossian, Homer and Orpheus, in various degrees of emphasis. I owe the foregoing detailed
information to a reviewer of my paper, to whom my
thanks are due.
Graves, ‘Ossian,’ 207.
Now in Russia. The statue was destroyed already in
1871.
My thanks to an anonymous reviewer of my paper for
this information.
Oil on canvas, Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen, 42cm x 35.5cm. With respect to the Danish
connection note also the attention paid by Sir John
Sinclair to the views of the Rev. Mr Rosing of the
Danish Church in London. See A Dissertation on the
Authenticity of the Poems of Ossian (London: William
Bulmer, 1806), especially section 7: ‘That the existence of Swaran, and other Personages mentioned in
the Poems of Ossian, is authenticated by Danish historians.’ Sinclair clearly knew Rosing, for he sent an
inscribed copy of his dissertation to him (author’s collection).
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ceiling of Napoleon’s bedroom in the Quirinal Palace
in Rome.28 Was Cainberg’s work influenced by such
responses to Ossian? It is hard to tell.29 But one can
note again Peter Graves’s comment that the literary
society founded by the Åbo Romantics in 1815 (a
year after Cainberg made his relief) initially took the
specifically Ossianic name, The Selma Society.30
Most of the important visual works relating
to Ossian had been completed by the 1830s, when
Lönnrot first published Kalevala. That reflects an
interesting continuity in European art for, as the
response to Ossian winds down, the response to
Kalevala begins. An interesting free-standing sculpture,
based loosely on Cainberg’s relief, was made in 1831,
just prior to the publication of Kalevala. That was the
Väinämöinen Monument in the Park of Monrepos,
Viipuri (Vyborg),31 made by the Danish sculptor
Gotthelf Borup (1804–79).32 It was commissioned
by Paul Nicolay (1777–1866), who complemented
and completed the work of his father, the Germanborn Ludwig Heinrich von Nicolay (1737–1820), in
developing the park at Monrepos. His father had
spent time in the literary‐philosophical salons of pre‐
revolution Paris, associating not least with Diderot,
who, as I have noted, translated work by Macpherson
as early as 1761. In due course he became tutor to the
future Tsar Paul I, and his son became a key Russian
diplomat in Denmark. That connection to Denmark
is significant, for the Danish artist Nicolai Abildgaard
(1743–1809) had pioneered the continental European
response to Ossian in painting, with his Ossian Singing
(c. 1782).33 Both Paul Nicolay and the sculptor chosen
for the Väinämöinen statue, the Copenhagen-trained
Gotthelf Borup, would have been well aware of
Abildgaard’s work. The Nicolay family thus creates a
clear link in associating the figure of Väinämöinen with
that of Ossian.
One can also note what seem to be deliberately
Ossianic references in art responding to Kalevala: a
drawing of Väinämöinen from 1852 by Anders Ekman
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Fig. 5. J.M.W. Turner, Staffa, Fingal’s Cave, 1831–32, oil on canvas.
Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection

34
35

Oil, Kalevala Society, 47cm x 37cm.
See ‘R.W. Ekman,’ and ‘C.E. Sjöstrand,’
in Riitta Ojanperä (ed.), The Kalevala
in Images, (Helsinki: Ateneum, 2009),
22–35 and 36–47.

(1833–55) in the collection of the Ateneum Art Museum and a
painting from 1885 by Rudolf Åkerblom (1849–1925), Väinämöinen
Playing.34 In those works Väinämöinen is shown playing a Celtic
harp rather than a kantele. But that is the exception rather than
the rule: by the time of Åkerblom’s work, the iconography of
Väinämöinen with his kantele had become firmly established, in
particular through the painting of R.W. Ekman (1808–73) and the
sculpture of C.E. Sjöstrand (1828–1906).35 Although he is often
compared to Orpheus, as far as I know there are no paintings of
Väinämöinen playing Orpheus’s instrument, the lyre. By contrast,
Ossian is sometimes shown playing a lyre rather than a harp,
as is the lover of his son Oscar, the bard Malvina, implying the
relationship of both bards to Orpheus’s divine musical inspiration.
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36
37
38

39

40

Cordiner’s image was published as plate 13
in his Antiquities and Scenery Of The North
Of Scotland, 1780.
The beginnings of Ossianic landscape can be
seen in Alexander Runciman’s etching Fingal
finding Conban-Carglas, c. 1772–74 (Fig. 10).
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Oil,
64.1cm x 98.8cm. In that work the figures
are almost absorbed into the landscape. It
is thus interesting to note Ossian as a driver
of the English school of landscape painting
of which Turner became the leading figure.
Turner’s 1802 Ossian work was thought lost
but it was located in 2013, and can now take
its place alongside Ossian-themed landscapes of the same period by Thomas Girtin
and John Sell Cotman in particular. See
Murdo Macdonald and Eric Shanes ‘Turner
and Ossian’s The Traveller’, Turner Society
News, Autumn 2013, 4–7. See also Murdo
Macdonald, ‘Ossian and Visual Art – Mislaid
and Rediscovered’, Journal of Eighteenth
Century Studies, Vol 39, no 2, June 2016,
235–48, in particular 237–40, (section II,
‘J.M.W. Turner’s interest in Ossian’).
Joseph Anton Koch, c. 1800, Southern
Mountainous Landscape with City, Waterfall
and Figures, pen and ink, 56cm x 82.3cm.
National Gallery of Canada. See Mitchell
B. Frank, Central European Drawings From
the National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa:
National Gallery of Canada, 2007), 98–99.
It is interesting that during the 1830s, when
Turner was working on illustrations for a
new edition of Scott, one finds his work taking a specifically Ossianic turn. The most obvious example of that is his well-known oil
painting Staffa: Fingal’s Cave, which dates
from 1832 and would not have been painted
had he not been engaged in the project of
illustrating Scott. It is not generally appreciated how closely Staffa: Fingal’s Cave is
linked in its Ossianic ethos to a small watercolour of Glencoe made to illustrate one of
Scott’s historical works (watercolour, 9.4cm
x 14.3cm, Rhode Island School of Design).
I have noted elsewhere that despite their
difference in size, those two images ‘share a
great deal, not least in terms of composition
[and] also contain an Ossian-related cave.
The Staffa oil painting has Fingal’s Cave,
the Glencoe watercolour has Ossian’s Cave.
These caves are ‘pointed out’ by Turner
by – in both cases – streams of vapour and
streams of smoke’. ‘On Finding Turner’s
Ossian / A propos de la découverture d’une
oeuvre ossianique de Turner’, for La légende
d’Ossian et l’art préromantique en Europe,
Colloque international d’histoire de l’art et
d’esthétique. Bibliothèque départementale
des Bouches-du-Rhône, Marseille vendredi
9 et samedi 10 juin 2017. In press.

A particularly significant image of such a lyre-playing Ossian
is to be found in Cascade near Carril (Fig. 3), by Charles
Cordiner (1746–94).36 Cordiner was a trained artist, but
by career he was an Episcopalian minister in Banff, not far
from Culloden. At the time that he made that image, the
wearing of tartan was still illegal, so the tartan stockings
that Ossian is wearing have a cultural-political significance.
It is of note that Cordiner’s image was engraved by the
London firm, Basire. At the time of publication, William
Blake (1757–1827) had just completed his apprenticeship
with Basire and he would most probably have been aware
of Cordiner’s work. Some years later, Blake’s regard for
Ossian became clear in his writings, in particular Visions of
the Daughters of Albion (1793). One can see that work as
a homage to Macpherson’s Oithona, a poem that appeared
in the Fingal volume in 1762.

Landscape and revival
In due course J.M.W. Turner (1775–1851) would also produce
drawings of antiquities to be engraved by the Basire firm, so
it is likely that he too would have known Cordiner’s work.
That is significant, because Cordiner pioneered the notion
of Ossianic landscape art, showing the bard as a relatively
small figure anchoring the foreground of an image that
was for the most part devoted to trees, rocks, waterfalls,
clouds, and the moon.37 Turner would later explore such
an approach to figures in an Ossianic setting in his 1802 oil
painting, Ben Lomond Mountains, Scotland: The Traveller
— Vide Ossian’s War of Caros (Fig. 4).38 The Tyrolese artist
Joseph Anton Koch (1768–1839) also took up this notion of
Ossianic landscape. One can note that, like Cordiner, Koch
shows Ossian with a lyre rather than a harp.39
The Highland landscape of which Macpherson wrote
became the basis of a developing aesthetic of national
landscape in Scotland. By the time Kalevala was published
in Finland in 1835, that Ossianic landscape was becoming
enhanced by both Scottish and English artists, like Turner,
in response to the works of Robert Burns and Sir Walter
Scott (Fig. 5).40 It is an irony that the development of
landscape art in Scotland had been driven to a significant
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Fig. 6. D.Y. Cameron, Hill of the Winds, c. 1913. National Galleries of
Scotland. Bequest of Robert Younger, Baron Blanesburgh 1947

Photo: Copyright National Galleries of Scotland, photography by Antonia Reeve

degree by military topographical draughtsmen, such as Paul
Sandby (1731–1809), who worked in Scotland in the period
of cultural suppression after the Battle of Culloden. However,
Macpherson’s Ossian offered the possibility of landscape as an
act of imagination, not of record, and in the process opened the
way for landscape painting that was doing more than serving
the needs of landowners and the military. Ruskin’s concept of
‘Turnerian topography’ begins to grasp that notion of a landscape
art attentive to optical reality, but not constrained by it.
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41
42

43

Oil, National Galleries of Scotland,
116.80cm x 132.70cm.
Lindsay Errington, ‘The Nineteenth
Century’, in Scotland’s Pictures
(Edinburgh: National Galleries of
Scotland, 1990), 70.
For example, D.Y. Cameron’s painting of The Isle of Arran is used as the
frontispiece of The Winged Destiny
and Studies in the Spiritual History
of the Gael (London: Heinemann,
1910). The cover decoration is the
work of John Duncan or Helen Hay.

At the heart of Turner’s conception of landscape was
poetry and his 1802 Ossian work is one of the earliest explicit
examples of that poetical commitment in his work. An interesting
analogy with Kalevala art can be drawn, for a landscape art
driven by poetry was precisely what Pekka Halonen was creating
a century after Turner’s first Ossian experiment. By comparison
with the more clearly symbolist approach to landscape of Akseli
Gallen-Kallela, the power of Halonen’s landscape work lies in the
fact that its legendary reference is implicit, taken for granted
but in the deepest and most positive way, through the image of
place itself. Visiting Halonen’s studio house, north of Helsinki, as
part of the 2009 European Revivals conference, it was easy to
understand his landscapes as cultural-nationalist statements. On
a table was his kantele, and on the piano was the music of his
Kalevala-inspired neighbour, Sibelius. Every window presented
a different framing of the Finnish landscape. In Halonen’s work
one can see analogies with John Duncan’s late landscapes, but
a closer Scottish equivalent can be found in the work of David
Young Cameron (1865–1945). D.Y. Cameron’s Scottish mountain
landscapes, for example Hill of the Winds (c. 1913, Fig. 6)41, have
what has been called by Lindsay Errington an ‘austere Celticism’.42
Cameron’s Celticism was recognised in his own time, since
his images were used for several frontispieces of the collected
works of the Celtic Revival writer Fiona Macleod.43 ‘Fiona Macleod’
was the pseudonym of the influential writer, critic and editor
William Sharp, and at the time D.Y. Cameron and Pekka Halonen
were maturing as painters, Sharp was editing a new edition of
Ossian. It was published by Patrick Geddes and Colleagues in
1896 to mark the centenary of James Macpherson’s death and it
contained a fine Celtic Revival / Art Nouveau title page decoration
by Helen Hay, one of John Duncan’s most talented students. Hay
also contributed remarkable endpapers based on intricate Celtic
knotwork from illuminated manuscripts and stone carvings of
the eighth century. In terms of the comparative chronology of
responses to Kalevala and Ossian, one can note that Sibelius’s
Kullervo was first performed four years earlier, in 1892.
Also of note from that period is the highly influential
first edition of the collection of Gaelic oral material edited and
translated by Alexander Carmichael, Carmina Gadelica / Ortha
nan Gaidheal. It was published in 1900, the same year that
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Fig. 7. Mary Frances MacBean
(Mary Carmichael). Initial
from Alexander Carmichael’s
Carmina Gadelica

44

Murdo Macdonald, ‘The Visual Dimension of Carmina Gadelica’, in
Domhnall Uilleam Stiùbhart (ed.),
The Life and Legacy of Alexander
Carmichael (Port of Ness: Islands
Book Trust, 2008).

Akseli Gallen-Kallela made Kalevala-inspired murals for the
Finnish Pavilion at the Paris Universal Exhibition. Macpherson’s
Ossian had helped to facilitate the opening-up of ethnological
research into Celtic cultures, and Carmina Gadelica was one of
the key Gaelic texts that was enabled by that process. Alexander
Carmichael bears interesting comparison with Elias Lönnrot,
for both authors ‘improved’ the oral material they transcribed,
and both have been criticised for doing so. But both produced
remarkable and enduring work. In Carmichael’s case, as well as
his Gaelic text, his English translations are also of note, indeed
he can be seen as one of the great translators into English of the
turn of the 19th century, along with Rabindranath Tagore, from
his own Bengali, and Arthur Waley, from the Chinese. Carmina
Gadelica was published in a beautifully produced and embellished
edition, the Gaelic and English given in parallel text (Fig. 7).44 The
designs were made by Carmichael’s wife, Mary Frances MacBean
(1837–1928), who based her work on Celtic designs deriving from
the eighth to the 16th centuries. Her most notable designs are in
the form of initial letters, an area of interest to both John Duncan
and Akseli Gallen-Kallela.
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45

46

47

48

Macdonald, ‘Visual Dimension,’ 142.
The image was published in Patrick
Geddes’s magazine, The Evergreen,
in 1895. Ella Carmichael took over
her father’s research on his death in
1912. She was the editor of the influential Celtic Review.
A relatively unexamined aspect of
Macpherson’s work is the presence
of women in the roles of bards and
warriors. He had direct models for
such women in Highland Gaelic
society of the early 18th century.
See Murdo Macdonald, ‘The significance of James Macpherson’s
Ossian for Visual Artists’, in Dafydd
Moore (ed.), The International Com
panion to James Macpherson and
the Poems of Ossian (Glasgow: Association of Scottish Literary Studies, 2017), 92–104, 101–02; Juliet
Shields, ‘Reviving Ossian’s Female
Corpses: Mourners and Warriors’,
in The Poems of Ossian’, Journal of
Eighteenth Century Studies, Vol 39,
no 2, June 2016, 213–21.
Calum Colvin, Ossian: Fragments of
Ancient Poetry: Oisei : Bloighean de
Sheann Bhàrdachd, with an essay by
Tom Normand, (Edinburgh: Scottish
National Portrait Gallery, 2002).
Howard Gaskill (ed.), The Reception
of Ossian in Europe (London: Continuum, 2004), ‘Timeline: European
Reception of Ossian’ (by Paul Barnaby), lxvii and ‘Introduction’, 20.

As he developed as an artist, John Duncan became part of
Alexander Carmichael’s milieu in Edinburgh. That link is clearest
of all in his friendship with Carmichael’s daughter Ella, whom he
used as the model for the central figure of his image Anima Celtica
(1895, Fig. 8), a figure surrounded by scenes from Celtic legend,
including Ossian.45 In that image there are also direct references
to the Jacobite period, that period of historical disruption and illborne political subordination (to draw on Joep Leerssen’s words
again) that gave rise to Macpherson’s text. A key part of the image
shows Ossian with Malvina against a backdrop of prehistoric
standing stones that links the bard symbolically to a much earlier
time. It should be stressed that Malvina was herself a bard, indeed
the bard to whom Ossian transmitted his songs.46 The fact that in
Macpherson’s writing Malvina predeceases Ossian, can be taken
as indicative of his understandable pessimism for the survival of
his own culture. In Anima Celtica John Duncan depicts Ossian
with his clarsach (harp), the instrument of the Celtic bard. Again
one can note a close iconographical analogy with the approach
of artists to Kalevala, in which Väinämöinen is shown with his
kantele. And as with Ossian, so with Kalevala, for both bards –
Ossian and Väinämöinen – sing the lore of their respective lands
into being.
In Duncan’s Head of Ossian both clarsach and prehistoric
standing stones again figure, but the focus is on the features of
Ossian, and there Duncan takes as his model the 1806 image
attributed to Alexander Runciman to which I have already
referred (Fig. 9). That Runciman portrait became a significant part
of Scottish art again, almost a century after Duncan’s use of it,
when in 2002 Calum Colvin used it as the basis of his exhibition
‘Ossian: Fragments of Ancient Poetry / Oisein: Bloighean de
Sheann Bhàrdachd’, at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.47
The significance of that exhibition in the reassessment of
Macpherson’s work has been recognised through its citation
in the introduction and research timeline of Howard Gaskill’s
The Reception of Ossian in Europe.48 That book underpins my
work here, because it contains both Peter Graves’s comments
on Ossian in the context of Sweden and Finland to which I have
referred, and the comparison made between Ossian and Kalevala
by Joep Leerssen with which I began. Colvin’s immediate source
for Runciman’s image was a reproduction in a 1997 paper by
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Fig. 8. John Duncan, Anima Celtica, published in 1895
in Patrick Geddes’s journal The Evergreen

49

50

51
52
53

Hugh Cheape, ‘The Culture and Material Culture of Ossian’, Scotlands,
4.1, 1997, 1–24, 17. For the sake
of completeness an earlier paper
in which the image is reproduced
should also be noted: Hugh Cheape,
‘“Were but the white billow silver”.
James Macpherson and Ossian’,
Scottish Book Collector, Vol. 3 No.3.
1992, 19–24, 20.
1 December 2017. Professor Cheape’s
title was ‘The enhancement of cultural mythologies and the role of material culture’.
Acrylic, 346cm x 400cm. Museum of
Contemporary Art, Kiasma.
Oil, 200cm x 413cm, Ateneum, Helsinki.
For wider context see Satu Itkonen,
‘A few comments on National Icons’,
in Riitta Ojanperä (ed.), The Kale
vala in Images (Helsinki: Ateneum,
2009), 122–39.

Hugh Cheape, then of the National Museums of Scotland, and
since 2006 professor at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig, the Gaelic College in
the Isle of Skye.49 One can note that in 2017 Hugh Cheape gave
the introductory lecture at the conference ‘Cultural Mythologies
around 1900’, held at the National Gallery of Scotland as part of
the Finnish National Gallery’s European Revivals project.50 It is
significant that contemporary artists are still exploring Ossian and
also interesting to find an analogy with Colvin’s transformation
of Runciman’s work in a Kalevala work by Sirpa Alalääkkölä
(b. 1964), from 1988. In her Aino Triptych51, she takes a famous
work of Akseli Gallen-Kallela, The Aino Myth52 and transforms it
formally, sharpening its message.53 Both Colvin’s work and that
of Alalääkkölä have been exhibited by their respective national
galleries, indeed Alalääkkölä’s work was part of the exhibition at
the Ateneum Art Museum in Helsinki that accompanied the first
conference of the European Revivals project in 2009.
By way of conclusion, I note that the edition of The
Poems of Ossian published in Edinburgh by Patrick Geddes
and Colleagues in 1896 – the period during which so much
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Fig. 9. Alexander Runciman
(attrib.), Ossian. Engraving by
John Beugo, 1806
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55
56

For Thomson’s context as a poet,
see Domhnall Macamhliagh / Donald Macaulay (eds.), Nua-bhàrdach
Ghàidhlig / Modern Scottish Gaelic
Poems, (Edinburgh: Southside, 1976).
Thomson was professor of Celtic at
the University of Glasgow from 1963
to 1991.
Derick Thomson, The Gaelic Sources
of Macpherson’s Ossian (Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd, 1951).
The standard biography of Macpherson is Fiona Stafford, The Sublime
Savage: James Macpherson and
the Poems of Ossian (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 1988).
Further key readings are: (i) Howard
Gaskill (ed.), Ossian Revisited (Edin
burgh: Edinburgh University Press,
1991); (ii) James Macpherson,
The Poems of Ossian and Related
Works, Howard Gaskill (ed.) (Edin
burgh: Edinburgh University Press,
1996); (iii) Fiona Stafford and
Howard Gaskill (eds.), From Gaelic
to Romantic: Ossianic Translations,
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1998); (iv)
Howard Gaskill (ed.), The Reception
of Ossian in Europe, (London: Continuum, 2004); (v) Gerard Bär and
Howard Gaskill (eds.), Ossian and
National Epic (Frankfurt: Peter Lang,
2012); (vi) Sebastian Mitchell (ed.),
‘Ossian in the Twenty-first Century’,
special issue of Journal of Eight
eenth Century Studies, Vol 39, no 2,
June 2016; (vii) Dafydd Moore (ed.),
The International Companion to
James Macpherson and the Poems
of Ossian (Glasgow: Association for
Scottish Literary Studies, 2017).

Kalevala art was being made by Pekka Halonen and Akseli
Gallen-Kallela in Finland – helped to put James Macpherson’s
text back on the cultural-political map in Scotland. However,
full academic engagement with Ossian had to wait for more
than half a century. The key contribution was made by a native
Gaelic speaker who, in addition to his academic distinction, was
a notable poet.54 Derick Thomson’s book, The Gaelic Sources of
Macpherson’s Ossian, was published in 1951.55 It heralded the
current period of detailed rethinking of Macpherson’s work.56
With respect to visual art, what remains to be done is to mount a
major exhibition of Ossian and art conceived from a present-day
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Fig. 10. Alexander Runciman, Fingal finding Conban-Carglas, c. 1772–74, etching

Scottish point of view but with the full international historical
reach and representation shown by the Paris and Hamburg
exhibitions in 1974.57 In addition to its historical depth, one of
the strengths of the display of Kalevala art at the Ateneum Art
Museum in Helsinki in 2009 was the inclusion of visual responses
from the present day. That exhibition has set an example for an
Ossian exhibition to follow.

57

I note also the significance given
to Ossian works at the exhibition
devoted to Girodet’s work at the
Louvre in 2005.
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